 
Make A Paper Tube Dog!
1.

1. On a toilet paper tube, draw a of lines on the bottom half of
the tube, near the edges.
2. Use craft knife carefully to cut slits on each drawn line.
2.

3. Make a pair of legs:
a) Draw a circle by tracing the end of the tube.
b) Decide the length of the legs and use ruler to draw
a horizontal line below the circles. Draw a pair of verticle
lines from outside edge of circle to horizontal line.
c) Draw another set of verticle lines between those, to
define the inner edges of the legs.
d) Cut out the whole piece.

3-4.

4. Make second pair of legs (follow directions in step 3 again.)
5. Apply glue to top curved edge of each set of cardboard
legs and then insert them into the slits on thetube. Push the
piece gently until the curved edges touch the inside walls
of the tube. Once both legs are in and positioned, your tube
should be able to stand well.
6. Draw a dog head onto cardboard or construction paper.
Start out with a basic shape (circle, oval, etc). Then draw a
pair of ears and cut the piece out.
MATERIALS:
· toilet paper tube
· cardboard
· scissors
· marker
· ruler
· pencil

OPTIONAL:
· craft glue
· glue gun or
double stick tape
· craft knife
· acrylic paint
· paintbrush

· ribbon
· yarn
· wiggle eyes or buttons
· felt
· fake fur
· pom poms for nose

5.

6.

a)

b)

c)

d)

 
Make A Paper Tube Dog!
7.

7. To be able to attach the head, you’ll need a tab. So
cut a small rectangle, bend it, and tape it to the back
of the head.
8. Glue it to the top part of the tube. If you used cardboard,
it will need the glue gun for a stronger hold. If you used
construction paper, craft glue should be fine.

Tab piece folded,
tape to back of
head. Then tape
or glue to inside
top of tube.

8.

9. Draw and cut out a tail from cardboard or construction
paper. Make the tail long enough to have a tab edge for
gluing. Glue or tape the tab end of tail to the inside top
of the tube, at the back, opposite of the dog head.
10. When your glue is dried, paint the entire dog with
acyrlic paint in the color(s) of your choice. Then paint
details like spots, toe lines, and ears (these can be a
different color.)

9.

11. For the eyes, paint them or draw on with a marker. You
can also glue on wiggle eyes or buttons if you’d like. For
the nose, paint or draw on, or glue on a pom pom. If you’d
like, finish your dog with a collar and leash made from
ribbon or yarn.
10.

11.

Tape or glue tab end of tail
piece to top back of tube,
opposite the head.

